
Although gravitational signals from supernovae and black holes 
are estimated to be below the noise level of present detectors, 
they may soon be observed with new generation gravity telescopes. 

i 
Terrence J. Sejnowski 

The discovery of many possible sources measure the dynamical curvature of principles. In the great tradition of 
of gravitational radiation, such as neu- space with unprecedented sensitivity. 19th-century field theory, he was in- 
tron stars, compact x-ray sources, rap- Weber has mentioned to me that  he spired by a dissatisfaction with Newto- 

I i",y rctating binary ccvnc acd thr rio- :.as arigir,al!y motivated by the chal- nian "actioil a t  a distailce." li,emaik- 
lent evtints occuiring in quasars a i d  lengt. of measuring ihe Rie~nann curva- ably, the theory, withoui an arbitrary 

I galactic nuclei, has opened a new era lure tensor, an abstract mathematical parameter, made predictions of depar- 
of general-relativity physics. In the object that, we will soon see, plays a tures from Newtonian gravity that  
1960's nearly all workers in the field central role in Einstein's geometrical were subsequently verified. 
considered the detection of gravita- theory of gravity. Weber pursued his I t  is ironic, however, that  the part of 

I tional radiation "exceedingly unlike- goal in spite of widespread skepticism, Einstein's theory that  would seem 
i ly."l Froin this pessimistic estimate although he acknowledges strong en- most essential to its field nature, the 

the balance of opinion has shifted to couragement from such supporters as prediction of gravitational radiation, 
the optimistic view that  gravitational P. A. M. Dirac, Freeman J. Dyson, J. was the farthest from direct experi- 

I radiation, a crucial prediction of Ein- Robert Oppenheimer and John A. mental verification; furthermore, there 
stein's general theory of relativity, is Wheeler. ensued until quite recently debate 
now within reach of current experi- Weber's experiment sets an impor- among workers in the field as to  the 
mental techniques. tant upper bound a t  1660 Hz, the reso- very existence of gravitational radia- 

nant frequency of his detector. Pres- tion within the structure of the theory. 
Pioneering work ent detectors are capable of measuring The issue of the theoretical existence of 

Joseph Weber, the pioneer in the relative displacements of less than gravitational waves concerns us only in 
field of gravitational wave detection, 10-l5 cm (two orders of magnitude less its resolution. Relativists have come 
has been reporting coincident events in than nuclear diameters) between the to realize that  the proper measure of 
his detectors since 1969. An interna- ends of a bar meters long. Improve- the existence of gravitational waves is 
tional effort to duplicate Weber's ex- ments during the next decade should the Riemann curvature, R a b t d ,  a four- 
periment has so far failed to confirm allow measurement of strains as small indexed tensor, which describes the 
his results, although Weber continues as & l / l  = This is a good oppor- local tidal forces. Previously, such 
to  measure coincidences. Nonetheless, tunity to examine the prospects of gra- technical problems as nonlinearity, 
gravitational-wave detectors are im- vitational-wave detection, putting into lack of local gravitational energy densi- 
proving dramatically and may soon be perspective the theoretical basis, possi- ty, and the general coordinate transfor- 
sensitive enough to detect gravitational ble astrophysical sources, and the state mation group admitted by general rela. 
radiation from known astrophysical of the experimental art of gravita- tivity obscured the meaning of gravita- 

i sources. These advances are all based tional-wave detectors, which Jonothan tional waves and even led Sir Arthur 
on Weber's original research on the Logan discussed in his recent PHYSICS Eddington to the conclusion that  some 
theory of gravitational-wave detection TODAY article.2 gravitational waves "travel a t  the 
and his construction of detectors to speed of thought." (This was in refer- 

I Gravitational radiation tlleory ence to longitudinal waves, which, as 
The i s  a ~~~t~~~~ i n  the department During the years 1906-16 Einstein he correctly understood, were only fic- 
of physics a: the University of California at created a new theory of gravitnlion titious coordinate effects. Eddington 
Santa Barbara. based on only a few general physical did bclieve in transverse waves.) 
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Polarization "+" Polarizat~on " X " 

Gravitational-wave force-field lines of the two possible indepen- page) is indicated by the arrows; the strength of the relative 
dent states of polarization. The direction of relative gravita- force is proportional to the density of field lines. (Reproduced 
tional forces for a wave propagating along the z axis (out of the from Press and Thorne, reference 8.) Figure 1 

Powerful methods were developed but dipole radiation, the dominant ratio from one (which is quite small) 
during the late 1950's and early 1960's emission mode of electroinagi~etic ra- reduces the magnitude of scalar and 
to analyze the propagating Rieinann diation, is excluded in the ~ c n e r a l  dipole radiation in the Brans-Dicke 
curvature.l The detector that  Weber theory of relativity by the conservation theory to that expected for quadrupole 
&sign& ail2 coi:stru&e& during the of n1oii1efitunlii. Ifi e!ectro&yfiaiilics a radiation ill the genera! theory. 
same peliod to rilcasure the dynainical single charge can be accelerated by a The weakness of gravitfitional radia- 
part of the curvature field is based on non-electromagnetic force. There is no tion is clearly illustrated in a conlpari- 
the concept of geodesic deviation (see way to accelerate a mass without caus- son of radiative multipole solutions in 
the box on page 42). The main idea- ing a gravitationally active disturbance gravity and electromagnetism. For the 
I t  is not the position of a point that  is elsewhere: all matter energy fields gravitational quadrupole mode the 
important in relativity, but the separa- couple to gravity. Consequently gravi- total radiated power, :, a t  a frequency 
tion of two nearby points. tational dipole radiation is excluded, w is 

Although the general theory of rela- and the lowest racliation multipole is 
tivity is qualitatively distinguished the quadrupole mode. Conversely, the - = - -  dc G ... ... Gu6 
from Maxwell's theory of electromag- gravitational wave energy is absorbed dt 45C5~0&?'b = - 45C5Q2 (1) 
netism by its nonlinear field equations, by matter via quadrupole coupling as 
the complications that the nonlinearity reflected in the equat,ion of geodesic where Qab is the reduced quadrupole 
introduces are only important in the deviation. (In the box, the deviation moment tensor4 for the stress energy 
presence of a very strong gravitational vector qa has quadrupole moment &ab  distribution, c is speed of light and G 
field, such as that around a compact = rnqa7)b.) Both these facts contribute is the gravitational constant. The ra- 
object like a neutron star or a black to the great difficulty we have generat- diated power from an electric dipole is 
hole. These complications arise when ing and detecting gravitational radia- 
we ask what mechanisms might pro- tion compared to the ease with which - de = - -dad" 2 .. .. = - 2ed2 
duce large amounts of gravitational ra- we can study electromagnetic radia- dt 3c3 3 c3 (2) 

diation. This question will be dis- tion. 
cussed later, but for our present pur- The absence of gravitational dipole ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~  the ratip of power from grav- 
poses we need only consider the weak- radiation does not depend on the ab- itational qlladrupole (Q  = rnr2) to elec- 
field limit of general relativity. The sence of negative gravitational mass tric dipole (d  = er) radiation is 
weak-field linear theory is certainly an (contrary to some early a s~e r t ions )~ .  
excellent approxinlation in the solar The key quantity is the gravitational 
system and in addition will share many "charge" to inertial mass ratio (active (3) 
important features with the exact gen- mass/passive mass). If this ratio is 
era1 theory. unity, the conservation of momentum 

Moleover, the quantized linear theo- excludes gravitational dipole racliation. where k = W/C. The first factor is the 
ry can be thought of as a spin-two The Brans-Dicke scalar tensor theory ratio of gravitatic.~al to electric cou- 
theory on flat space, which allows com- is a case where the ratio deviates from pling, which for two electrun' is the 
parison with electromagnetism, a spin- unity, thus allowing both dipole and ratio of the gravitational attraction to 
one theory. Not only is the gravita- scalar radiation.3 However, an  extra electrical repulsion (=lo-"). The 
tionai interaction weak to begin with, factor involving the difference of the second factor is a further redudion due 
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Geodesic deviation and the 
principie oi  elstqc'iion 

The physics of gravitational-wave detec- 
tion starts with the deviation of two 
nearby geodesics (part A of the figuro 
in box), measured by a small vector qu 
connecting them. The figure shows 
two nearby geodesics (gleatly exagger- 
ated) with separation measured by light 
signals (the colored 45-degree lines). 
The proper time between ticks r along 
the geodesic is a measure of tho sepa- 
ration vector qa. 

T h e  time dependence of qa is gov- 
erned by the equation of geodesic de- 
viation: 

where r is the proper time along one of 
the geodesics and ua is the tangent 4- 
velocity. 

Two nearby masses in flee fall will 
follow this law, and a measurement of 
i f ,  as for example by measuring laser 
fringe shift with a Michelson interferom- 
eter, will determine certain components 
of t h e  curvature Rabcd. 

If we attach a spring between the two 
masses, as in part B of the figure, the 
right-hand side of the equation above is 
modified by the addition of a force term. 
The equation then is precisely the equa- 
tion of a simple harmonic oscillator 
being driven by an external force. 

The detectors designed by Joseph 
Weber are based on a similar analysis 
applied to an extended elastic body. In 
his exaeriment the effective deviation is 
measured by piezoelectric crystals SPACE 
bonded to aluminum bars. 

to the quadrupole nature of gravita- second factor in equation 3 can be re- Such a position was entirely reasonable 
tional radiation and varies as (source duced with Kepler's Law to a t  the time,. because such compact 
size/wavelength) .2 objects as white dwarfs and neutron 

Another important difference be- (k r )  2 - - - ?n* stars had not yet been discovered, and 
tween electron~agnetic and gravita- the shortest binary period then known 
tional radiation i s  their state oTf polar- 
ization. Both are massless fields and 
hence have only two polarization 
states, but  the tensor character of 
gravity is manifest in its polarization. 
Figure I shows the force field lines for 
the two independent states of polariza- 
tion for gravitational waves, which can 
be compared with the usual pair of 
orthogonal vector states of polarization 
for electromagnetic radiation. 

The polarization of a gravitational 
wave is a unique signature whose care- 
ful ineasurenlent would test its spin- 
two character as well as provide impor- 
tant  infornlatioa about the source of 
radiation. In addition such a measure- 
ment might rule out some of the nu- 
merous theories that  differ from rela- L""L' shown in figure 2, qualitatively ex- 
tivity but agree with it to first order for "[The loss of energy from gravita- plained all the features described 
all the classical solar-system tests.5 tional radiation] is so smali that in above, but there was no known mecha- 

In the case of a binary star (with all conceivable cases, it has a negli- nisln to explain the required flow of 
equal masses in circular orbits) the gible practical effect." mass. 
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The model of dwarf novae by Faulkner and Paczynski is a binary star consisting of a white 
dwarf and a low-mass main-sequence star. Shown here from the front and top views, the 
"figure eights" represent the Hoche lobes (equipotential surfaces). Mass flows across the 
Lagrange point, driven by the radiation of angular momentum in gravitational waves. 
There is flickering at the "hot spot" and accretion at the surface of the white dwarf 
may be responsible for irregula!: novae outbursts. (Reproduced from reference 7 
through the courtesy of J. Faulkner.) Figure 2 

The problem has recently been tion. Although it is evidence for the 
solved in quantitative detail7 by Bohdan correctness of the general theory of rel- 
Paczynski a t  the Institute for Astrono- ativity, it does not, however, rule out 
my in Warsaw and independently .by other competing theories of gravity5 
John Faulkner a t  the University of that  give the same energy and angular 
California a t  Santa Cruz. Although momentum loss in their linear approxi- 
their treatments differ in detail, they mations. 
both have the same essential idea: Here is an example of a beautiful ap- 
Gravitational radiation plays the cru- plication of general relativity that  
cial role of carrying angular momen- could not be conceived (even by Ein- 
turn away from the binary causing stein) without the knowledge of what 
mass to flow from the main-sequence strange objects exist in our universe. 
star onto the white dwarf. Just as cru- As even more bizarre objects are 
cial for the evolution of the binary is found we should expect to discover 
the behavior of the main-sequence other applications, which were unima- 
member, which is not the point-like ginable before. (An interesting histor- 
approximation to  a star often used in ical account of this problem is con- 
relativistic calculations. Not only does tained in Faulkner's winning essay of 
the flow of mass alter the orbital pa- the Seydoux Memorial Prize Essay 
rameters, but  the main-sequence star Competition, Griffith Observatory, 
itself changes its radius and luminosity 1972.) 
with its mass. When all these factors 
are taken illto the observed Sources of gra~ita*~onal radiation 
rate of mass flow lines up very tightly Estimates have been ma& for the 
with the evolution of the model. This amount of gravitational radiation that 
elegant explanation is generally regard- we expect will be produced by astro- 
ed as very strong and the first evidence physical sources, and for their expected 
for the existence of gravitational radia- flux density on the earth (which di- 

minishes with distance by the inverse 
square law). Table 1 is a summary of 
possible sources; the estimates should 
be considered upper bounds of only 
rough order of magnitude. Excellent 
references for a complete review of this 
area are the article "Gravitational 
Wave A ~ t r o n o m y " ~  by William Press 
and Kip Thorne and the recent book 
Grauitation4 by Charles Misner, Kip 
Thorne and John Wheeler. 

A dimensionless measure of the grav- 
itational wave strength is the depar- 
ture of geometry from a flat Minkowski 
background: 

where the metric gab measures proper 
space-time displacements: ds2 = 
gabdxadx? In terms of hub (or more 
correctly, its transverse traceless part) 
the curvature, ignoring indices, is 

1 .. 
R = -h (units: l/length2) 

cz 

and the energy flux density is 

F = Lo - (units: erg/cmlsec) t Y  
where Lo = c5/G = 3.6 X los9 erg/sec 
is the natural unil of gravitational 
power. The magnitude of h is a mea- 
sure of the strain a = 61/1. 

Astronomical bodies with high-veloc- 
ity motion and strong gravitational 
fields are the most promising places to 
look for the generation of gravitational 
radiation. Good candidates are whire 
dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes. 
These *very dense objects have been 
discovered in short-period binaries, 
pulsars and compact x-ray sources." 
Riccardo Giacconi, a t  the I.A.U. Sym- 
posium in Warsawlo in September 1973 
reviewed the evidence that the x-ray 
source Cygnus X-1 is a black hole. If, 
as appears, the mass of the compact 
object is greater than six solar masses, 
the object could not have avoided grav- 
itational collapse. Furthermore, there 
are half a dozen other candidates for 
black holes, and it is likely that  some 
of these double-star systems, unlike 
Cygnus X-1, will have the proper ori- 
entation relative to us for occultation 
measurements. More evidence is 
needed before we can be certain that  
black holes have been observed. 

Gravitational collapse. There 
should be a magnificant burst of gravi- 
tational radiation from a large star 
that dies and undergoes gravitational 
collapse. Some of the star's mass will 
be blown off in a violent supernova ex- 
plosion, and the rest will contract to 
either a white dwarf, a neutron star or 
a black hole, depending on the amount 
of mass left in the core. Unfortunate- 
ly, the details of gravitational collapse 
are little known, owing in part to com- 
plications such as rotation, nonspheri- 
ca1 motions and core fragmentation. 
There is a variety of possibilities, but 
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each type of collapse ~hou ld  give off 
gravitational waves with a unique 
pulse shape. Much work must be done 
on this problem before gravitational 
waves can be used to "diagnose" super- 
nova events. 

Binary stars.  A strong burst of 
gravitational radiation is also expected 
from a binary star as the components 
spiral around in the last stage before 
collision. Weber and Reginald Cle- 
mens have studied the response of the 
University of Maryland detectors to 
this source and conclude they could 
measure such an event occurring with- 
in 10 000 light years of the sun.ll 

A rotating neutron s t a r  should be a 
source of gravitational waves when spin- 
ning fast enough to lose axial symme- 
try, as may well happen duriilg its first 
few days of life. The flux of radiation 
emitted is crucially dependent on t,he 
neutron star's frozen-in qgadrupole 
moment, which can only be given an 
upper bound. In addition to the gravi- 
tational radiation emitted continuous- 
ly a t  the frequency of rotation of the 
neutron star, the infrequent "glitches" 
in the observed period, which are 
thought to be due to changes in the 
star's figure, might cause strong bursts 
of radiation. Estimates for the 
amoynt of radiation are very tentative 
because of uncertainties such as 
whether neutron stars have a solid 
core. 

A black hole is characterized by its 
one-way property: Energy may enter 
but nothing can come An object 
unlucky enough to be captured by a 
black hole will produce a strong pulse 
of gravitational radiation before reach- 
ing infinite curvature and density a t  
the origin. This unphysical singularity 
is an  embarrassment in the classical 
theory of gravitation but could lead to 
interesting new effects in the quantized 

version, which is yet to be co~npleted. genuinely geileral-relativistic sources, 
Matter accreting onto a blaclc hole is because if they do exist, and if we can 

expected to serve as a source of electro- detect gravitational radiation from 
magnetic radiation through com- them, a new era of experimental gener- 
pressional heating. A blaclc hole has al relativity lies ahead. 
two ways to provide energy: the gravi- 
tational pull on infalling matter, and Gravitational wave 
its own kinetic energy of rotation. The We can imagine that there will 
problem of calculatin~: in detail the someday be a gravitational-wave as- 
burst of radiation expected for a plunge tronomy8 to complement astronomy in 
from orbit into a black hole is difficult, the electromagnctic spectrum. The 
involving for the first time the analysis information yielded by a gravitational- 
of gravitational waves travelling in very wave detector could be as important as 
strong gravitational fields. The prob- its construction is difficult. To  begin 
lem has been attacked by calculating we design our detectors as "blind" 
linear perturbations on the non-flat men, with only a slight idea of what 
Schwarzschild background metric.12 the gravitational "sky" loolcs like. (In 
The calculations predict that, for a fact, since the earth is practically 
compact object of mass m falling ra- transparent to gravitational radiation, 
dially into a black hole of mass A4, the observatories with gravitational-wave 
fraction 0.01 m/M of the rest mass m telescopes will be able to scan all the 
will be converted into gravitational ra- heavens a t  all times.) Until we know 
diation in a time T M/Mo sec which are the "first magnitude" gravi- 
a t  a frequency -- 117 and bandwidth tational-wave sources, we cannot opti- 
= 117. A similar analysis has not yet mally design detectors to study them. 
been completed for the rotating back- The problem of trying to imagine 
ground, which may prove a somewhat what sources of gravitational radiation 
more efficient source. might exist before actually looking for 

The possibility of gravitational syn- them is roughly comparable to the 
chrotron radiation from a particle in a plight of cloud-bound Venusians who 
circular orbit very close to a black hole must deduce, from the physical laws 
has been proposed and studied.13 Un- found on the surface of their planet, 
fortunately, the orbits are so highly en- the structure of their universe. (This 
ergetic that no known natural astro- point of view is adopted by Richard 
physical mechanism achieves the re- Feynman in his Lectures on Gravita- 
quired injection energy. In addition, tion, mimeographed notes, 1962- 3. He 
the beaming effect is not as strong for shows how one can arrive at Einstein's 
gravitationai radiation as in the case of geometric theory of reiativity s~ar t ing  
electromagnetic or scalar waves. Last- from the linear spin-two graviton field 
ly, calculations predict that the body theory.) Choosing those that  are most 
will be torn apart by tidal forces a t  the probable from all the possibilities im- 
Roche limit. Although gravitational agined, is a central problem in astro- 
synchrotron radiation seems unlikely to physics and a difficult one even with 
be of practical importance astrophysi- the aid of astronomical eviclence. 
cally, it does illustrate the complexity Though we can make intelligent 
of black-hole physics. Relativists are guesses it would be foolish to think we 
very excited by the possibility of such already know the most important as- 

7. 

Table 1: Astrophysical Sources of Gravitational Radiation 

d Strength 

j Flux (deviation of metric 
\ Source Spectrum (erg/crn2 sec) from flat space) 

1 Binary stars in our galaxy. Highly 
monochromatic waves. 
Best case known. Period - 1 hour F -10-10 h zz 10-20 
Total flux from all binaries Peak at P =8 hours F = l o - 7  h < 10-20 

Pulsars: Crab (NP0532) Continuous v -60 Hz F <3 x 10 -13 h < 10 -27 

"glitch" v - l o3  Hz F <I  h < 10 -21 

Supernovae and stellar collapse: 
In our galaxy approximately once every 
100 years, (perhaps more often), bursts F < 10"J h <lo-'? 
of duration approximately to 1 sec. --lo3 to lo4 HZ 
From all galaxies out to the Virgo F < 10" h <10 -20 

cluster of galaxies; once a month. 
Neutron star rapidly rotating during =lo3 HZ F <1 h <10 -22 

the few days of its life in our galaxy. 
Explosions in distant quasars and galactic Period -100 days F o 10-12 h =lo-21 

nuclei. 
Black hole in the center of our galaxy 

i with mass =lo to lo8 M o  which "swallows" Period - 10 to lo4 sscc F - l o - 3  h ; = l o 4 9  

a star of solar mass. Short pulse. 

Current detectors can pick u p  signals with strength h = 10-17; to be improved to 10-l8 next year and to within ten years. 

-. 
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Gravitational wave detector based on laser interferometry, constructed by Forward and 
Moss. The fringe shift between the two arms is measured in the central chamber tho 
accuracy corresponds to a displacement between the mirrors of approximately l W 1 3  cm. 
This type of detector has the advantage, over the resonant type, of broad-band sensitivity 
and good potential for future improvement. Figure 3 

trophysical sources of gravitational ra- example, a detector instrumented to increasing the power of the laser; their 
diation. detect scalar radiation (an experiment present system is now a t  the photon 

carried out by Weber) will be insensi- fluctuation noise limit 61 -- (X/N)lI2 
Detector physics tive to purely spin-two waves. where X is the laser wavelength and N 

The future of gravitational-wave as- Between reference masses that are the number of photons in a measure- 
tronomy lies in detector technology. either free or have weak elastic cou- ment). A high-power laser with a very 
All detectors are based on the princi- p h g  a gravitational wave of strength h long multiple-pass baseline16 might de- 
ple of geodesic deviation outlined in produces displacements of A l  = hl. tect known sources such as binary stars 
the box on page 42, and the character The ability of a detector to pull a sig- and distant supernovae (see Table 1). 
of gravitational radiation shown in fig- nal out of the noise depends on the av- Baselines the order of the earth's di- 
ure 1. The various detector schemes exaging time, 7, and goes as 7-lI2.  ameter in length could be achieved in 
differ in the techniques used to mea- This motivates one of several figures space. 
sure the relative displacements of near- of merit for detectors, the "displace- Most of the gravitational-wave de- 
by masses. From all the ingenious ment sensitivity," tectors being built today are-based on 
schemes p r o p o ~ e d , ~  we will discuss re- S = 6 1 ( ~ ) r ~ ~ ~ ,  (units: cm/Ilzil') Weber's original design.17 These con- 
presentatives of those detectors pres- sist of aluminum bars highly isolated 
ently in operation. where 61 (7) is the minimum detectable from the environment and instrument- 

Detectors themselves do not have a displacement in time 7. ed with piezoelectric transducers to 
unique measure of sensitivity, a fact The laser interferometer of Robert measure the amplitude of the quadru- 
that  has caused some confusion in at- Forward and Gaylord Moss a t  the pole mode of vibration. Resonant de- 
tempts to compare various detectors on Hughes Research Laboratory in tectors with large Q (the resonance 
this basis. Rather, a detector has a Malibu, California15 is an example of a quality factor, which is the number of 
sensitivity figure for each type of mea- weakly coupled system. Their detec- cycles required for a ringing mode to 
sured signal. Important characteris- tor, pictured in figure 3, measures via damp to l / c  of its original energy) im- 
tics of gravitational waves in this re- fringe phase the displacement between prove the sensitivity to long monochro- 
g a d  are the frequency spectrum (a bi- two interferometer mirrors with an ac- matic wave trains, (A1 -- hlQ) but a t  
nary star radiates in a narrow frequen- curacy of 61 = lo-" cm. They have the expense of losing all information 
cy band, whereas an explosion pro- made broadband ineasuwmznts (from about the wave except a single Fourier 
duces wide-band signals), the length of 1.3 to 20 kHz) a t  a strai-1 sensitivity of component. The present resonant de- 
the wave train. (a binary radiates con- S/ l  = 2 x 10-1G/FIz1'2. This figure tector techno!ogy is limited by the 
tinuously, but n cataclysmic event14 can be iinproved by increasing the thermal noise of the detector. The 
gives a pulse), and polarization. For length of the interferometer arm, 1, or magnitude of this noise for a detector 
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